Learn to Make a Landscape Quilt

MATERIALS LIST

Tuscan Countryside

Materials

- Variety textural and print fabrics:*  
  Light, medium, dark and very dark green  
  Light beige/brown  
  Medium and dark rust/brown  
  Medium and dark purple  
  Medium textural yellow  
  Very small floral print  
  Small floral print  
  Medium beige/green  
  Medium gold/lime green  
  Dark gold/green  
  Medium textural beige/green  
  Light blue/green  
  Medium textural green-with-flowers  

*Collect fabrics needed in amounts ranging from scraps, precut 5” squares and fat quarters depending on usage in design. Refer to Create a Pattern From Your Own Photo segment of the video.

- ⅛ yard dark purple  
- ⅛ yard dark green  
- 1 yard white muslin  
- 1 yard backing  
- 1 yard lightweight cotton batting  
- Coordinating thread for free-motion stitching  
- Transparent nylon thread for bobbin  
- 3–4 yards Misty Fuse™ lightweight fusible web  
- Prochemical opaque fabric paints:  
  - Black  
  - White  
  - Red  
  - Blue  
  - Yellow  
  - Orange  
  - Magenta  
  - Turquoise green  
  - Green  
  - Brown  
- Angular paintbrushes: ¼”, ⅛”, ½”, 0 liner  
- Ultrafine-tip permanent marker  
- Pencil  
- Rotary cutters: 18mm, 28mm  
- 24” x 36” rotary cutting mat  
- Beige masking tape  
- Freezer paper  
- Tweezers  
- 11” x 17” parchment paper  
- Embroidery open-toe presser foot  
- Scotch Guard UV protection spray  
- Basic sewing supplies and equipment

Shop for recommended materials at AnniesCraftStore.com or at your local craft store. If you cannot find the exact supplies listed, substitute following the specifications given in the materials list (weight, fiber, size, color, etc.). You can take any class without making the projects. Class skills can be learned by working with materials you have on hand to make swatches, blocks or small samples.